
Top Wireless Earphones TWS Bluetooth 
5.0 Mini Earbuds Stereo Bass LED  

 

Top TWS Bluetooth 5.0 Discount up to 70% 
Buy here now!! Adopt the most advanced Bluetooth 5.0 technology.Provides in-call stereo sound.Also 
own fast and stable transmission without tangling. 

 

Hifi Stereo Sound Quality 
Bluetooth earbud offers a truly authentic sound and powerful bass performance with 8mm large size 
speaker driver - the drive area is 2 times than the normal drive area. 

 

 

https://s.click.aliexpress.com/e/_AdU44j


 

Digital Power Display of Charging Case 
The digital of the charging case shows the remaining battery，you can know when the charging case need 
to be charged according to the digital,you are no longer afraid of the charging case does not have enough 
power to supply the wireless earbuds. 
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Noise Cancelling Earbuds 
Wireless noise cancelling earbuds, provides authentic sound with deep bass even in a small size. Be sure to 
choose the suitable ear tips(S/M/L) to get a better sealing so as to noise-canceling around and provide 
fantastic music experience even in the highest volume. 



 

Dual/Single Earbud Use 
Auto Switch between earbuds care-free thanks to the latest Multi Cast Synchronization Technology. Enjoy 
music without any lag/delay whenever using the left or right earphones alone. 



 

Ergonomical Design 
Use the ergonomically designed with gel-flexible silicone earcaps to ensure your In-Ear Headphones fit 
comfortably to the ears. 



 

One Step Pairing 
Pick up 2 headsets from charging box.They will connect each other automatically then only one step easily 
enter mobile phone Bluetooth setting to pair the earbuds. 



 

Multi Modes  
Bluetooth earbuds are designed with click control, you can freely switch songs, answer/reject a call and 
Siri. Earbuds provide the best stereo call quality and clarity.Cover the lid of case when charging,Earbuds 
will charges quickly and successfully. 



 

Your Home Office Assistant 
Our earphone makes a great home office assistant and be used when taking part in phone conferences, 
learning online or simply just working from home. 



 

All-day Battery Life 
Bluetooth earbuds offer up to 6 hours of playtime on a single charge, and 24 hours of playtime when 
combined with the charging case. No more worries about battery life on the go. 

 

Multi Charging Ways 
Quick charging technology enables 2 hours of listening from just 20 minutes of charge. Charging case 
features LED lighting to indicate battery life as well as magnetic attraction for easy earbud placement. 

 

Highly Compatible 
Compatible with all bluetooth adapters.You can use with all types of mobilephones,PC or other bluetooth 
devices. 



 

Waterproof Protection 
These true wireless in-ear earbuds are sealed with IPX7 rated protection,be worry free from sweat, heavy 
rain or spilled liquid and enjoy high quality music anywhere at anytime. 

 

Model One 



 

Model Two 



 

What You Get  
Bluetooth headset*2pcs Eartip *3 sizes English manual*1pcs 



 
 


